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PARTNERs, please, add if you think that some procedure od document need to be defined.
Please add your personnel engagement in the table “Personnel cost” below

Work package number:
2
Start date or starting event:
2. month
Work package title:
METHODOLOGY
Participant number:
1
2





Participant short name
FER
Aquilonis
HSM
PARTNER



Person-months per participant: (i)
0
3
3
XY




Objectives (ii)
The objective of WP2-Methodology is to define procedures and create documents which will enable content owners, content providers and aggregators to aggregate content for Europeana and thus to enhance the Europeana content base by aggregating cultural heritage content complementing collections already accessible through Europeana.
In addition, the objective is also to create guidelines, recommendations and other documents assisting authors in creating additional content vividly and attractively describing items in this virtual collection in order to make it interesting to the general, broad public and to foster its re-use thus laying down the best conditions for further development of our creative and cultural capacities and of our industrial presence on this field

Description of work (iii)
The main objectives of the project are:
	to enhance the Europeana content base by aggregating cultural heritage content;
	to ensure access for all citizens to Europe's cultural resources.

Since it is expected  that multitude of sources will provide content, either directly loading it to Europeana related collections or acting as part of Europeana network with their own digital catalogues and portals, it is crucial to promote the adoption of standards and specifications for making European digital libraries more accessible and usable.
Project aims to do this by leveraging the "consensus building and awareness raising" function of a network with the large-scale implementation in real-life context.

Documents and procedures
In practice this means that:
	content sources need to be identified;
	they need to be motivated to digitize their content and provide it to the public;
	they need to be given guidelines, recommendations, standards and requirements on:
	content format;
	metadata;
	protocols for content access and exchange;
	simple, robust, cost effective technological solutions

The task of WP2-Methodology is to define, test and disseminate documents and procedures for described needs (except for technology which is the task of WP3-Technology).

Storytelling
In addition, the project aims at meeting Europeana’s aims to lay down the best conditions for further development of our creative and cultural capacities and of our industrial presence on this field and to make the content interesting to the broad public.
In order to achieve this, the project takes approach of making the heritage connected to the real life by the most powerful technique: storytelling.
Significant portion of presented items in aggregated collections will have attached “stories”.
“Stories” will come in the form of narrative texts describing the meaning, significance, existence, usage and historical context of an item. They will also come in the form of video interview with people who have firsthand experience or indisputable historical knowledge and can present it in interesting way. Audio interview in form of podcasts are also a way to tell and to consume the story.
Another way to tell a story about an item is by video recording it in operation or use with tekstual and/or narrative explanations.
Finally, films, documentaries and other materials contain scenes which could vividly illustrate the item in a collection.
Besides telling stories, interest and re-use can be fostered with supplemental information about an item in form of: technical drawing, specifications, chemical composition, floor plan, musical sheets, software etc. 
3D presentations of physical items greatly contribute to the motivation of general public to deeper explore exhibits of a collection.

Production of additional content
Additional content as a rule will not be created by consortium. Rather, sub-contractors will be engaged either institutional or personal. The aim is to motivate pupils, students, teachers and other professionals to create additional content even to compete in creation. Consortium members will have the role of reviewers who will care for the quality of additional content and finally approve its publication.

However, in order to create this additional content, authors (aggregators, content owners, content providers and users) have to be motivated, informed and given guidelines and instructions how to do it properly.
This work package has assignment to produce these documents and procedures. Using project’s internal wiki, consortium partners will collaboratively define procedures and create documents. For each procedure or document there will be a coordinator appointed taking care for milestones and meeting the deadlines.

In a nutshell, all experience from this project will be documented and presented in the form of best practice lowering barriers for the new partners to EuDiSMus network and streamlining their costs in the future.

Required resources (direct cost)
Total=
EUR














Sub-contracting

Total=
EUR






















Personnel cost
MD
230 EUR
EUR

Creating procedures and documents – Aquilonis
69MD

Creating procedures and documents – HSM
69MD


















MD=man X day
PM=person X month=21



Deliverables (iv)


Naturev.
Diss.lvl. vi.
Date vii.

1
Document: How to catalogue (describe) an (museum) item
O
PU
3

2
Document: How to build and on-line catalogue
O
PU
WP3

3
Document: How to create a school/education museum’s portal
O
PU
WP3

4
Document: How to write a story about an (museum) item
O
PU
3

5
Document: How to record and produce an (video) interview
O
PU
4

6
Document: How to record and produce an (audio) interview
O
PU
4

7
Document: How to photograph an (museum) item
O
PU
3

8
Document: How to create a 3D presentation of an (museum) item
O
PU
4

9
Document: Creating public interest for virtual museum’s collection
O
PU
6

10
Document: Creating interest for content providing
O
PU
6

11
Document: Creating interest for creating additional content
O
PU
5










































Notes


For the coordinator include personnel effort needed for coordination and implementation of 	the 	network as well as any personnel effort for elaboration of deliverables; for all other beneficiaries, 	only the effort for elaboration of deliverables should be mentioned.
Provide a concise description of the objectives to be achieved within the work package and how 	these objectives will be pursued. Use quantifiable and verifiable elements. Refer to the tasks to 	be carried out.
Provide a short description of the work in this work package. State the role of the participants for 	the elaboration of each deliverable.
Provide a brief description of the deliverables including the month of delivery and the 	dissemination level. (note: it is expected that most of the deliverables will be publicly available):

. Please indicate the nature of the deliverable using one of the following codes: P = Prototype; R = Report; D = Demonstrator, SP = Specification, O = Other. 

. It is expected that most of the deliverables will be publicly available. Please indicate the dissemination level using one of the following codes: 
PU = Public, for wide dissemination (public deliverables shall be of a professional standard in a form suitable for print or electronic publication); 
PP = Restricted to other programme participants; 
RE = Restricted to a group specified by the consortium; 
CO = Confidential, limited to project participants 

 Month in which the deliverables will be available. Month 0 marking the start of the project, and all delivery dates being relative to this start date. 



